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Summary
VeloSSD™ brings more velocity to your storage. SSD caching with VeloSSD™ from EliteBytes™ delivers
the free scalable and cost effective software solution to catapult your Windows environment from
HDD to SSD speeds. Speeds up Operating system load time and any applications. Also minimizes cost
for SSD storage. You can use any SSD on any Windows® operating system as caching device. Software
and Hardware RAID configurations are supported. Traditional BIOS, modern UEFI native boot and
Windows 8 secure boot are full supported.
This software supports now up to 2 Petabyte Host Volumes. It requires only little RAM to manage
Caching of these high Capacities. Compared to earlier Versions of this product the RAM footprint was
reduced by more than 95%.

Changes in Version 2.2.6.0
Cache Size Limit for Personal Edition was raised from 64 to now 128 GB Cache. Several stability
enhancements.
Changes in Version 2.2.5.0

This version is a big jump ahead since it adds many features from the MaxVeloSSD CodeBase. S.M.A.R.T
and Performance monitoring, WriteThrough, Scan Resistant and Maximum Host Capacity Limits ( now
2 PetaByte ). Thoroughly tested under Windows 10. Bugs with multiple cache Data Volumes removed.
Bugs in the Cache engine were removed. Bugs with recovery after power loss were removed. Recovery
is now quicker, especially when the write cache is filled up. Earlier versions needed to write the Write
Cache back completely before boot. That could result in frustrating long boot times. . Internal
corruption due Power loss / reset occurred every once and a while. This is fixed. If an internal on disk
structure is corrupted ( possible write error while loosing power ) fallback failover recognizes and
replaces it.

Changes in Version 2.1.1.0
This version adds a chart control to the application. It allows precise visualization of IOPS/MBPS. Cache
Hit/Miss and Data export in XML. Support for Cache on Software RAID SSD Volumes was overworked.
Windows 10 Preview compatibility was added. On big fragmented Cache a CPU Hog/Honk was
removed ( Rare Condition) .Numerous Detail changes, please see the Change log for full reference.

Changes in Version 2.1.0.8
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This version supports caching of Storage Volumes on USB3 and SDxC Cards. This is very useful for
Computers with no more free SATA ports. You can connect the SSD Device over USB3, a SSD connected
this way will have almost the same speed as over SATA. Sticks also work good and accelerate HDD
driven Laptops and Desktops. Hard Disks mounted in Folders can be cached too with this version.
Building up on the reliable VeloSSD Software, this Version adds multilingual Help System and User
manual.
Changes in Version 2.1.0.7
Fixed the yellow Device Manager Entry in Windows 8.0 and later ( in the System Devices branch ). Fixed
a serious bug with SSD Sector sizes > 512 bytes. ( SSD with big Sectors ? -put multiple SSD´s in a Storage
Space and you get a 4k Sector size. Please try this only with Version 2.1.0.7 ! Actually you don´t need
to try because the SW will deny big cache Sectors. Would that be cool ? - SSD cache in a Storage Space
? -Write us your opinions, and we will see.) Trial activation was worked on. An application crash after
activation was identified and removed. -The Storage Device Manufacturer name was missing in the
volume info. ReFS recognition and compatibility. NTFS & ReFS Checkpoint syncronisation. (
Checkpoints ( not Snapshots ) are written quite often by these 2. file systems and represent
transactional consistant states. ) Better deinstall, removes also cache from volumes that are not longer
online. *MaxVeloSSD will be rereleased next. There will be an upgrade path for VeloSSD customers.

Changes in Version 2.1.0.6
The current Version 2.1.0.6 adds compatibility with Windows Storage Spaces. Removes compatibility
problems with language packets in U.K. English and Spanish. The application will not require
Administrator rights no longer to run. The Write Latency was reduced in comparison to earlier versions.
Host and Cache Hardware Device names display in Drive Information and Cache Wizard.
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Hardware and Software minimum requirements
1 Hard Disk ( HDD) , 1 Solid State Disk (SSD), a computer with BIOS or UEFI firmware.
An internet connection to activate the software.
Any installed Client or Server Windows® operating system beginning with Windows® XP Service pack
3.
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This is a list of supported Windows® operating systems:
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition
Microsoft® Windows® XP Professional
Microsoft® Windows Vista® Home Basic
Microsoft® Windows Vista® Home Premium
Microsoft® Windows Vista® Ultimate
Microsoft® Windows Vista® Business
Microsoft® Windows Vista® Enterprise
Microsoft® Windows® 7 Starter
Microsoft® Windows® 7 Home Basic
Microsoft® Windows® 7 Home Premium
Microsoft® Windows® 7 Professional
Microsoft® Windows® 7 Enterprise
Microsoft® Windows® 7 Ultimate
Microsoft® Windows 8
Microsoft® Windows 8 Pro
Microsoft® Windows 8 Enterprise
Microsoft® Windows 8.1
Microsoft® Windows 8.1 Pro
Microsoft® Windows 8.1 Enterprise
Microsoft® Windows 10 Education
Microsoft® Windows 10 Home
Microsoft® Windows 10 Pro
Microsoft® Windows 10 Enterprise
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003 Standard Edition
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003 Enterprise Edition
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003 Web Edition
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003 R2, Standard x64 Edition
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003 R2, Enterprise x64 Edition
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003 R2, Datacenter x64 Edition
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Web
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Standard Edition
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Enterprise Edition
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Datacenter
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 R2 Web
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 R2 Standard
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 R2 Enterprise
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 R2 Datacenter
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 R2 Foundation
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 R2 HPC
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2012 Foundation
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2012 Essentials
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2012 Standard
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2012 Datacenter
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2012 R2 Foundation
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2012 R2 Essentials
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2012 R2 Standard
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2012 R2 Datacenter
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Specifications
Hardware Compatibility

Fully compatible with any hardware running on
target Windows® Operating systems.
As listed above in the minimum requirements
chapter.
2 PetaByte.
16 Terabyte.
Trial 32 GB cache
Private 64 GB cache
Professional 256 GB cache
Enterprise 1024 GB cache
Datacenter 16 Terabyte

Software Compatibility
Host Volume Capacity
Cache Capacity
VeloSSD™ Product Editions
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Obtaining Software and Installation Key
To install you need to request an installation key and download the software. Go to
www.elitebytes.com and click the “Downloads” button.

You will be prompted to login to the site.

The download will start when you click on the download link on the “Downloads” page. Now go to
your account.

To request an installation Key click on this button. The key will be instantly mailed to your email
address.
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Installation of VeloSSD™
Let´s install the software now. You need to have the latest VeloSSD2012Setup.exe file on your
computer now. Double click on VeloSSD2012Setup.exe.

Select a setup language and click “OK”.
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Read the license agreement and accept. Then click “Next”.
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Select additional tasks and click “Next” to proceed.
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Click “Install” to start the installation process. This takes a minute or two…
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The application and driver are getting installed now.

The Setup is completed. Click “Finish”.
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The VeloSSD™ application will start now, asking for your installation key. This is the key you
requested earlier. Look in the email you got from EliteBytes™ and copy the key to the clipboard.

Then paste it into the field below and click ok.

You are now free to use the software in trial mode. This allows you to try SSD caching for a limited
time. Detailed instructions on how to add a cache are given later.
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VeloSSD™ Product Editions
There are 5 different product editions:

Trial Edition allows a maximum 32GB cache on 1 host volume.
Personal Edition allows a maximum 64GB cache on 1 host volume.
Professional Edition allows a maximum 256 GB cache on up to 4 host volumes.
Enterprise Edition allows a maximum 1024 GB cache on unlimited host volumes.
Datacenter Edition allows unlimited cache on unlimited host volumes.

To read more about product Editions:
http://www.elitebytes.com/VCMatrix.aspx
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Activation of the software
To leave the restricted Trial Edition you need to buy and then activate the software VeloSSD™. To buy
the software click on the following link and checkout with one of the Product Editions:
http://www.elitebytes.com/VCMatrix.aspx

You will instantly receive a confirmation email which contains the Installation Key for the bought
product. It should match the one you see in the Info Window on your computer. An internet
connection is required to activate. Click on “Product activation” .
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To actually start the activation click “Now activate automatically in the internet”. Your privacy is
protected by our privacy policy.
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The activation is allowed for one installation on one computer. Automatic reactivation is possible for
that computer. After a successful activation the product edition is not longer “Trial” but changed
according to the Activation level.
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How to add a cache
VeloSSD™ allows very flexible and easy cache creation. Here we will add a cache for the boot volume
( C: ). Click on the “Add VeloSSD” button to start.
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Click „Next“.
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Select the host volume you want to be cached. Here it is the boot volume “C:”. Click “Next” to proceed.

Select the SSD volume you want to use for the cache file. Then adjust size and click “OK”.
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Validate your settings. When you click “Next” the creation takes place.
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It takes a few seconds then the cache is created. Click on “Next” to proceed.

Click „Finish“ to proceed.
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Volume C: is a boot volume,a restart is required now. Non boot volumes don´t require a reboot. The
caching will start immediately, without disruption of the computer.

Starting with the reboot the caching begins. Acceleration of boot time is available with the following
start. This is also true for applications. For instance if you start an application that normally takes 60
seconds to start you will experience it to start in 6 seconds with VeloSSD™.
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The Control Center Window
This is the main window of the application showing all cache´s and the Add cache button. There is an
extra chapter on how to add a cache.
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The Settings Window
The settings window allows application settings like language and update check.

By default the language of the application is that of the operating system. You can change the language
here, and reset it back to its original setting too.
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The Info Window
The Info Windows shows version Informations, Installation Key and some internet links. As long as the
software is not activated it also shows the activation button.
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“Scan Resist” and “Write Through”
This Chapter is about Cache Operating Modes that help overcome Side Effects in Scenarios of massive
File copy and Image Backup. These Modes also reduce wear and tear of the SSD. User adjustable
Operating Profiles allow easy and flexible Settings. From Highest Performance down to the most
Conservative Operation Mode.
“Scan Resist”
In earlier Versions running an image backup while the Cache is active exhausted the Cache. Also
copying big files exhausted the Cache. “Scan Resist” protects the Cache Content against such.
“Write Through”
Write Caching boosts Write speeds. With “Write Through” there is no more Write Caching, all is written
directly to the Disk. Reducing Wear of the SSD. Also “Write Through” is considered safer in terms of
Data protection. The software will activate a “Write Through” Override when the Write Cache fills up.
Detailed Description / Specification:
The User interface was extended, please see the area “Performance” on the right:
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Performance Profiles
Using a Performance Profile is an easy way the adjust Settings according to your needs.
There are 5 Profiles to choose from:
High Performance

Maximum Read and Write Caching. “Scan
Resist” and “Write Through” are Off.
Read Scan Resist is on, Backups run better
Plus Write Scan Resist
Plus Write Through.

Standard (Quick)
Standard (Conservative )
Conservative
User defined

Individual Performance Settings
“Write Through”
Disables Write Caching when active.
“Scan Resist”
Enables Scan Resist for Read and Write.
“Read”
Enables Scan Resist for Read.
“Write”
Enables Scan Resist for Write.
“Files larger”
Files consist of 1 or more Sequences of Blocks ( Cluster runs ). Any File / Sequence that is at least the
displayed length will be cached. Otherwise not. A high value will allow good Read / Write caching.

“Blocks larger”
Any Block that is at least the displayed length will be cached. Otherwise not. A 64 KB Read Block Size
has proven to be a good value for Backup Software like Windows Backup and also protects against
large File Copy from the Host System . A 1 MB Write Block Size has proven to be a good value to resist
against large File Copy to the Host System-
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Caching in Virtual Environments
Caching virtual Hosts was implemented right from the beginning of this Software. Caching of Virtual
Machines (Clients) has been added with Version 2.3.1.7. Virtual Environments with large numbers of
VM´s require very fast storage solutions. So called “I/O Storms” will happen and slow down the
systems. Caching with MaxVeloSSD is a price and performance effective solution to gain much
performance in a massive virtual environment.

Caching in Virtual Machines(new)
Virtual machines use 2 kinds of disks: Virtual Disks that are implemented by software as one or more
files on the Host. Or “Pass Through” Disks that consist of real hardware Disks on the Host.
VM RAM/SSD Caching with Virtual Disks
The virtual Disk used for caching must be stored on the SSD. The virtual Host will manage this virtual
Disk and allow the setting and restoring of Checkpoints as usual. This is not possible with pass through
disks. Other VM´s can use the SSD too to store virtual Disks for caching there. So you need only one
SSD to cache several VM´s with.

VM RAM /SSD Caching with Pass Through Disks
Using a Pass Through Disk as caching device is potentially most effective option for caching Vm´s.
Because the complete Bandwith of the SSD is available to the VM.
A pass through Disk is exclusively available to each one Virtual Machine by design of the Virtual Hosts
generally. How this is done is explained in the Documentation / Help Files for the Virtual Host.
Checkpoint the Vm, then boot and initialize the SSD like on a real machine. Setting up the Cache with
MaxVeloSSD exactly like on a physical machine. This is straighforward with no complication.

Caching the Virtual Environment Host
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Self Monitoring, Analysis and Reporting Technology (S.M.A.R.T )
This Software implements support for S.M.A.R.T capable Hardware. This is very useful to detect
problematic components before they actually fail. Host and Cache Devices are getting monitored
continuously. The User will receive warnings when trying to add a cache with problematic hardware.
The hardware gets monitored in a 1 hour intervall and will notify the user If the predicitve analysis is
positve.

The software will detect the following error levels:
Green: S.M.A.R.T is active and no Threshold is higher then 25%
Yellow: S.M.A.R.T: is not active / available.
Orange: Highered Values for uncritical Attributes.
Red: Highered Values for critical Attributes.
Dark Red: Threshold exceeds Condition ( T.E.C) has already happened with at least 1 Attribute. TEC is
an estimate actually built in by the Manufacturer of the storage device. It is a failure date, although
the device might not fail at all or even earlier.
It is advised to not use SSD´s that are in such a bad shape like the one in the picture above. A typical
phenomenon is that such a device will suprisingly stop Operating. Leaving the Host Computer in a
waiting state. This is also called “SSD Freeze” or “hang”.
There are a number of new S.M.A.R.T. User Configurable Options in the applications “Settings” Pane.
By default every warning is on , but you can turn them off there.
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Load Folders in Cache - Feature
You can tell program to load certain Folders completey into the Cache. This is useful for gamers who
can enjoy faster loading times from the beginning. And also for any other user because it really saves
time. Even the complete Windows Folder can be loaded in 1 simple Operation.
If you need maximum speed for your work from the beginning, load the Folder.

How to Load a Folder
Navigate into the application pane with the Volume being cached. There is a Button.
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Select a folder you want to be loaded into cache.

By clicking OK the loading starts.
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Drive Information displays useful informations. You can stop the load by clicking Cancel/break.
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The IOPS / MBPS Chart Control
Why a Chart Control ? – being able to record, visualize and export precise Performance Data can be
very useful. Research, Presentation, Optimization and Curiousity. This Data has been collected directly
from the VeloSSD Driver and shows the traffic on the cached Volume.
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Detailed Specification
A Chart Control displays Data on 2 Dimensional Graph where X Coordinates are on the horizontal Time
Axis. The Time Axis ranges from 1 Minute to 1 Hour. The vertical Axis displays IOPS (Inputs and Outputs
per Second) or MBPS (Mega Bytes per Second ). In the upper right are a few Controls that allow Settings
for View Mode and Time Axis. Each View Mode has 4 Curves that display the following:

IOPS View Mode:
Total Read Packets per Second (Green ).
Total Write Packets per Second ( Red ).
Cache missed Read Packets ( Blue ).
Cache missed Write Packets ( Yellow ).

MBPS View Mode:
Total amount of Read Data per Second (Green ).
Total amount of Read Data per Second (Red ).
Cache missed amount of Read Data per Second (Blue ).
Cache missed amount of Read Data per Second (Yellow ).
Logically In both View Modes the Green Chart is allway higher or equal to the Blue chart. But the Red
Chart is sometimes lower then the Yellow Chart. Why that ? – the Title “Cache missed Write Packets”
is a bit misleading since all writes are cached. But it shows the Write Back Traffic.

The Pause Mode
Clicking this Buttons pauses the actualization of the Display. Clicking it again will continue the
charting.

The Data Export
The Data can be exported in a XML File Format. The maximum size is 60 minutes. If you need longer
Recordings please contact oem@elitebytes.com.
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Screenshot of IOPS ( Inputs Outputs Per Second ) View Mode

This picture shows the IOPS View Mode while the Operating System is idle. At the lower edge you can
see the Time Axis Description. Ranging from 22:07:55 to 22:08:55 in a 1 minute Time Window. You
can recognize cached IO´s on the green Chart.
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Screenshot of the MBPS (Mega Byte per Second) View Mode

This picture shows the IOPS View Mode. Again at the lower Edge there is a time Axis Description,
now showing a time window of 11 Minutes. As this is a full screen Snapshot you can recognize a
popular Benchmark Software in the taskbar. The Chart showing a typical Synthetic Benchmark run.
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The Drive Information Window
The cached Host volume is shown as a new Tab in the application. This is to manage the cache. Though
no maintenance is needed at all, you can see statistics and change settings or remove the cache.
1. Host volume letter and size
2. Cache Volume letter and cache size.
3. Firmware Information
You can see wether the Computer runs on BIOS or EFI / UEFI.
4. Trial information
When the trial time is over, the cache will be turned off.
5. Additional information about current cache usage.
6. Cache Strategy Management
7. Remove Cache
See the chapter below about removing the cache.
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Removing a cache
Click on “Remove cache” in the drive information page. To protect against accidental remove there
is a security procedure you need to follow:

When you click “Yes” the cache removal starts.

It takes a few moments until the last data is written back to disk.
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When you see this the synchronization is ready. Click “OK” to restart your computer.

After the restart the cache is removed completely.
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How to double or triple performance and capacity
It is possible to bundle multiple SSD devices in one cache. This is very useful to increase capacity and
speed of the cache. With 2 SSD´s you can expect double capacity and almost double speed. In fact it
works so good that even hardware vendors use this technique in some of their SSD products! This
chapter explains how it can be achieved by software only. You need at least 2 unused SSD devices,
preferably they should have about the same size when you create a Stripe Volume. Open Disk Manager
and right click on one of the unused SSD´s, you will see a context menu showing options. We will create
a stripe Volume here. So Click on “New Striped Volume”.
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Click “Next”
.
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The Select Disks Window opens, the volume you clicked on is already selected. Now click on Disk 2
and then “Add”.
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Click “Next”
.
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Click “Next”.
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Make sure “Perform a quick format” is selected. Click “Next”
.
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Click „Next“.
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This window might appear. Click „Yes“.

The creation starts, takes a few seconds. After a while the formatting is ready and you can use the
Volume D: as a cache with VeloSSD™. Please refer to the chapter “how to add a cache” for informations
on how to continue with this task.
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VeloSSD History
Date
04/14/2014

Version
2.1.0.7

Changes
Fixed the yellow Device Manager Entry in Windows 8.0 and later ( in
the System Devices branch ). Fixed a serious bug with SSD Sector sizes
> 512 bytes. ( SSD with big Sectors ? -put multiple SSD´s in a Storage
Space and you get a 4k Sector size. Please try this only with Version
2.1.0.7 ! Actually you don´t need to try because the SW will deny big
cache Sectors. Would that be cool ? - SSD cache in a Storage Space ? Write us your opinions, and we will see.) Trial activation was worked
on. An application crash after activation was identified and removed.
-The Storage Device Manufacturer name was missing in the volume
info. ReFS recognition and compatibility. NTFS & ReFS Checkpoint
syncronisation. ( Checkpoints ( not Snapshots ) are written quite often
by these 2. file systems and represent transactional consistant states.
) Better deinstall, removes also cache from volumes that are not
longer online. *MaxVeloSSD will be rereleased next. There will be an
upgrade path for VeloSSD customers.

02/05/2014

2.1.0.6

-Caching Storage Spaces works.
-The application will run without Adminitrator rights.
-U.K. English and Spanish localization issues removed. ( App didn´t
run)
-the Write Latency was reduced.
-The Cache assistant was updatet.

10/15/2013

2.1.0.3

-Windows 8.1 / Server 2012 R2 compatibility
-Automatic Reactivation will work much better now.

04/07/2013

2.1.0.2

01/16/2013

2.0.1.4

-Added EFI / UEFI native Boot / Windows 8 Secure boot
compatibility.
-Host volume size is not longer limited to 2 Terabyte, the maximum
size now is 128 Terabyte.
-added support to use cache on software raid.
-When you remove your SSD while cache is installed, you can start
and use your computer as normally.
-The Cache Algorithm is now “scan resistant”.
-A user manual and help system for VeloSSD was added.
-The write back is more time near, it will also completely sync data
on shutdown
-The Multi Thread performance is much better than before.
-No reboot necessary after secondary Volume cache installation.
-The latency time for write operations was reduced.
-We solved a problem with hibernation on Windows 8.
-We solved a problem with recovery after a reset / power off in
certain conditions.
-We solved a problem that could cause minor file system corruption
in certain conditions.
-The cache installation assistant was improved.
-Problems with Windows Update were removed.
-Windows Mirror-, Span-, Stripe- and RAID 5 Volumes work
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09/01/2013

2.0.1.3

10/05/2012

2.0.1.2

09/13/2012

2.0.1.1

08/27/2012

2.0.1.0

08/17/2012

2.0.0.9

08/06/2012

2.0.0.8

07/18/2012

2.0.0.7

07/03/2012

2.0.0.6

06/22/2012

2.0.0.5

06/19/2012

2.0.0.4

04/01/2012

2.0.0.3

-Issues removed that caused the windows boot menu to appear
frequently.
-Several more storage scenarios will install correctly now. See release
notes for details.
-Compatibility with Windows 8 / Server 2012
-All known issues around the System reserved hidden Volume fixed.
-8 GB SSD´s can be used now.
-9 improvements in startup, removal and stability
-removed installation problem ( eb000007 message )
-removed splash screen
-removed autostart of the application
-removed a bug that could lead to slight errors.
-removed a growing memory leak.
-removed a bug that can corrupt the cache.
-removed a bug that could block computer shutdown.
-Added the Write Through feature.
-Fixed a bug that could corrupt the cache.
-Drive letter A & B are available as SSD locations.
Fixed:
-Creation of multiple caches in succession.
-Changing the language in the Application.
-Cache Capacity when leaving Dialog with Cancel
-race condition eliminated that could cause inconsistencies and crash
-Sometimes boot performance degradation.
-The windows boot menu shows up occasionally.
The user interface was updated.
Several Performance and stability issues were removed.
A temporary cache performance drop after reset or power off
condition was removed.
Massive Performance increase. Multithreaded Benchmarks run near
SSD speed.
Stability issues resolved.
Better high load stability. Continous stress tests approved.
Avoids removable cache Volumes for OS host volumes.
Initial OS volume boot failure gets detected and neutralized. The
user is informed about failure.
Caching a non OS Volume is fixed.
Caching with Host and Cache Volume on different Host Controllers is
fixed.
Application Wizard several Bugs were fixed.
Several improvements in the drivers and application to improve the
user experience.
The initial public release date of VeloSSD2012. ( 1st April joke)
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Impressum
EliteBytes Limited
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Birmingham
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Incorporated in England and Wales
private limited Company
Company No. 5469384
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EliteBytes Limited
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Klein Grabenstedt 15
Federal Republic of Germany
Handelsregister: Stendal HRB 8505
Tel.: +49 39038 / 90827
internet: www.elitebytes.com
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Credits
Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries.

Legal
VeloSSD™ and EliteBytes™ are trademarks of EliteBytes Limited.
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